Weather delays completion of
SMC Athletic Center

by Marii Hogan
St. Mary's Editor

A wave of sub-zero weather and heavy snow has pushed back the completion of the Athletic Center, according to Steve Welg, assistant dean of Student Affairs. The completion date, which was previously scheduled for March, is now set for July 1.

The construction workers were prohibited by state law to work outside in the cold. “When snow freezes on the steel, it gets slippery and it's impossible to work,” Wenig explained.

The main building of the center will be made of translucent fiberglass, which must be curved to a curve at the top before it can be installed. “Until it gets a little warmer, we can't form it properly,” she said.

However, construction resumed last week on the center as the workers are now working inside on the lower levels. “They still think they can make up a lot of the lost time,” Wenig said. “But you mustn't count on the weather in Northern Indiana until we see some snow from now until March. It's a different story.”

Wenig stated that the building will definitely be ready for student use when the new school year begins in August. “It's almost better to wait a little longer than to build into the weather,” she said. She referred to the previously scheduled completion date saying, “The basic construction may be finished, but would the light bulbs have been installed or the floor markings in? The dedication has also been moved back to September, but maybe the weather will be better.”

A plaque is being prepared in honor of the class of 1977 and will be installed or the floor markings in? The dedication has also been moved back to September, but maybe the weather will be better.”

The class of '77 was the first class to contribute money for the center, and the leaders of that class influenced the other classes to contribute to it,” Wenig said.

“Why should I hire a project manager when the center to be completed for them?”

Interior design

“The design for the middle of the floor, an ‘interlocking SMC on a black, white, primary color scheme,’ was sponsored by the HPC. ‘It's in royal blue,’ Wenig explained. ‘We decided settling on that color so the exterior will be an extremely colorful building.’

‘If it's an exposed ceiling,’ she continued, ‘and all the pipes will be painted different colors.’ The inside walls will be off-white color with the outside walls being the same light gray color.

‘Even on cloudy days in South Bend we won't need to turn the lights on,’ she said. ‘It’s an extremely colorful building. That's why it was built into the ground instead of above, it won’t even look like a gym.’ Wenig added.

The main equipment, such as basketball hoops and tennis and Volleyball nets, is included in the cost of the building. However, St. Mary’s is still in the process of obtaining equipment over the past two years. “For the past two years we’ve known that we’ve had the building, she explained, “so we had money to buy equipment.”

Equipment will be available for students who wish to play but do not have the equipment. “If a kid wants to try racquetball but doesn’t want to make the initial investment,” she went on, “they can come down to the indoor room and sign out the equipment.”

Wenig added that students should not be afraid to use the center or participate in a sport that they have not played before. “We hope everyone will use the building.” she said.

Gassman discusses plans for semester with HPC

by Tom Byrne
Senior Staff Reporter

Student Body President Mike Gassman attended the semester’s first meeting of the Hall Presidents Council last night and outlined the projects his administration will undertake during the remainder of the semester.

Gassman also distributed a Student Government survey on the Off-campus Students Center to be completed by students to determine the needs of the off-campus population. The survey was designed to gauge student opinion on the facility as a basis for possible renovation. Included in the face-page handout is an explanation of disciplinary procedures and University levels, provided by Student Government Judicial Coordinator Bob Bode.

Student Government will assign high priority to resolving the problem of the lack of social space on campus; according to Gassman, who added that funds would be sought in the upcoming months from the board of trustees and major contributing alumni. He said that the money would be used to help correct some of the deficiencies of the student center.

“Some of the rooms could be more practical,” remarked Gassman. “I’d like to see the basement developed also, since some of the rooms down there are hardly used.” He also expressed the hope that the “crew club” could be added to the Huddle area.

Gassman also discussed the installation of washing machines on campus, recently approved by the administration, which he delayed until a suitable location can be found.

“Some seems to be a chance that the machines could be put mid-year break,” said Gassman, noting that the site will probably be on the south quad.

He also informed the council that his proposal to install cable television on campus has been turned down by University officials.

“There seems to be a disagreement on the part of the University about fostering the growth of a medium that TV might be conducive to study,” explained Gassman.

Gassman also briefed the hall presidents on the progress of the student drinking area. “During the drinking age to 18, led by Jerry Klingenberger. While the Indiana House of Representatives has "turned more conservative," according to the Student Body President, the measure will be first countered by the Senate, where the chances of passage are more promising.

In other business, the HPC Executive Coordinator Kreefe Montgomery urged the presidents to assist in the organization of An executive Director. The annual three-day festival scheduled to begin on April 23.

“This year, we’re going to try to stress the hall presidents becoming more involved in the organizational project,” said Montgomery, who is the co-chairman for the event which is sponsored by the HPC. He solicited ideas and pledged to report on the council to the progress of An executive Director preparations.

“I’ve got 10% of the rooms mentioned to you more involved in An executive Director,” Wenig said.

While there are no occupancies in the women’s dormitories, five spaces are available to men. These spaces were opened by the graduation of 53 seniors in December, the move of 20 students off-campus housing, and other students who did not return.

According to Malcany, there is no waiting list for male off-campus housing. Approximately 90 students were on this list at the end of last semester. There are still three of 33 women waiting to move on campus.

Malcany stressed that Notre Dame does not have a student housing crowding problem. He explained that room shortages occurred with transfer and readmitted students. These students are not Marching Band members and are waiting for an open room.

An Observer article on Sept. 2 quoted director of Admissions John T. Goldrick as saying that 400 fewer students will be attending this year compared to last year’s 753. Junior graduation would thus provide much needed openings for those entering in the fall.

Malcany sees no possibility of a lottery for housing. He explained that the projected budget for the coming year was caused by 73 more students confirming acceptance that the University expected. Malcany stressed that, in his four years as housing director, the admittance office had never had this problem before.
Kesey to open SLF
by Mary Ann Laydon

This year, song and interpretative dance performances will highlight the Notre Dame Sophomore Literature Festival, as well as the readings of poets and writers. The Festival will be held from Sunday, Feb. 13 through Monday, Feb. 14.

Kesey will perform on Friday, Feb. 13, at 8 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. The theme of the upcoming Festival is "mapping the geographies of man’s consciousness." Writers will read from their works at formal readings beginning at 8 p.m. in the Library Auditorium, except Ken Kesey, who will be in Washington, D.C.

Sophomore John Santos, Chairman, said, "The emphasis this year will be on showing the force, energy and electricity with which theSLF can transform a place when artists get together."

Opening the Festival Sunday night will be Ken Kesey, author of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" and Sometimes a Great Nation, both of whose works have been made into movies. He is also the star of Tom Wolfe's Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test. The author has recently published an article in Esquire and wrote Kesey's Garage Sale, Santos said. "He's got an energy that Washington D.C. will have a hard time drawing lines around."

Poet David Ignatow will present his work in a workshop on Sunday, Feb. 13. Ignatow has written and taught in New York, he teaches at Columbia University and is also a "poet in residence." He has received the Guggenheim Fellowship and just recently won the Bollingen Prize, one of the most important awards for American poetry.

Novelist and music composer William Grevas will give a talk Friday night, Feb. 13. He is best known for his novel House of Breath. Now teaching and writing in New York, he has written a book standing, he said, from his childhood in Texas. He has won awards for both his novel and musical compositions.

Poet William Stafford, reciting his works on Feb. 13, is a representative speaker of Midwestern poetry. He is currently in the English department of Lewis and Clark University and has received a book for Traveling Through the Dark. Novelist William Burroughs will read on Feb. 17 from his works including Naked Lunch. Junior and The Ticket that Exploded. He is a former heroin addict, a world traveler, and in a respected innovator of recent American fiction.

On Feb. 18 Michael Benedite will read some of his poetry. He is presently an editor of "Art News" and poetry editor of the Paris Review, and he teaches at Hampshire College. He has received poetry awards including a 1968 Guggenheim Grant and a National Endowment for Arts prize for his poem, "The Rings of the Nose.

British poet Denise Levertov will read her works on Feb. 19. She was born in England and came to the U.S. in 1948. She is on the faculty of Tufts University, and she was awarded the Guggenheim Fellowship. In 1965 she began the Writers' and Artists' Assistance against the Vietnam War."

Monday, Feb. 14, student John Colligan will play piano while David Ignatow's poetry is sung. Wednesday Shihab will play her original folk music in Texas and just published a book, Tainted Feet. The same day Hamod will read his poetry and recite his Arabic poetry. He is from Michigan and wrote The Famous Boating Party.

A tape of literary theorist Laura Riding Jackson will be played on Friday afternoon at 3:30 in the Library Lounge. She was invited to the festival, but had to decline due to illness.

Some of the authors' books are available now in the reserved book room of the library. Helping Santos are Mary Mattes and Peter O'Brien on the Executive Council and Kathy Ryan in publicity.

be attended by Esther Henshaw. The weekend will conclude Monday morning with a breakfast at the South Dining Hall. The guest speaker for the breakfast has not been chosen.

Anyone interested in purchasing tickets should call SMC at 6780.
Bars receive heavy fines for admitting minors

by Dave O'Keefe
Staff Reporter

Two local bars have recently received stiff penalties for violation of state liquor ordinances prohibiting the sale of alcoholic beverages to minors. The actions of separate bars conducted by casie agents of the Indiana Alcoholic Beverages Commission (ABC) last late year.

As a result of the actions taken, at least one area bar will no longer accept the Notre Dame or Saint Mary's student identification card as legitimate proof of age. Fat Wally's was forced to close its doors on Jan. 9 after a state judge ruled that the bar's liquor license would be suspended for one week.

The ruling came on the heels of a raid conducted last November by agents of the ABC that resulted in the arrests of three minors, none of whom was a Notre Dame or Saint Mary's student. In a similar case, Nick Bilello, owner of Nickie's Restaurant, appeared before the same judge last Monday and was ordered to pay a $300 fine for allowing patrons under the age of 21.

At the same time, the judge recommitted the bartender's license of Nickie's employee Larry Jurken to be reviewed in the incident. The action against Jurken is still pending.

Former ND official dies

George N. Shuster, who served as assistant to University President Fr. Gunther and director of the Center for the Study of Man in Contempory Society from 1965 to 1976, died last night after a brief illness. He was 82 years old.

Shuster, who was a 1915 graduate of Notre Dame, had previously served as the President of Hunter College in New York City and as the editor of the Communard magazine. He was also director of the United Nations Economic and Social Council (UNESCO), prior to his becoming assistant to the President there.

His funeral services have not yet been made.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate yesterday confirmed President Carter's nomination of Atlanta lawyer and former federal judge, to be Attorney General. The vote was 75 to 21.

Carter's appointment to head the Justice Department stirred more controversy than any of Carter's other Cabinet appointments and the Senate vote was preceded by more than an hour of at times acrimonious debate.

Republican opponents contended the Democratic majority was not applying the same standards to Bell that they would have had the nominee of a GOP president. Some of them also raised questions of "cronyism" because of Carter's long-time friendship with Bell.

But most of the debate over Bell centered around his civil rights record. An issue emphasized by blacks and liberal organizations who opposed his nomination, Carter has called Bell's civil rights record "superb."

Sen. Edward W. Brooke (R-Mass.) said six days of hearings by the Senate Judiciary Committee left "great gaps" in the record. He moved to send the nomination back to the committee for further hearings. The Senate rejected his motion by a vote of 70 to 25.

Earlier Brooke had clashed sharply with Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) who led the floor fight for Bell's confirmation. The two liberal senators usually are allied on civil rights issues, but this time were on opposite sides.

Bayh was among Republican senators who suggested that if Bell were the nominee of a GOP president, he would be rejected by the heavily Democratic Senate.

Bayh denied Democrats were "rubber-stamping" the Atlanta lawyer because he was the nominee of a Democratic President and at one point accused Brooke of demagoging. Brooke protested and asked for an apology. Bayh said he had made the remark inadvertently "in the heat of passion."

Bell, 58, served on the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for nearly 15 years by appointment of President John F. Kennedy and has been described by some of the best qualified person he could find to lead the Justice Department.

But at hearings held by the Senate Judiciary Committee his nomination drew strong opposition from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the Congressional Black Caucus, Americans for Democratic Action and other civil rights and liberal organizations.

Brooke, the Senate's only black, called the six days of hearings held by the Judiciary panel "pro forma and perfunctory" and said additional witnesses should have been summoned in an effort to get all the facts about Bell's record.

Bayh, who took the lead in the Senate debate in urging Bell's confirmation, said Brooke's indictment of the committee's work was unfair. He said its questioning of Bell, lasting some 13 hours, had been probing and detailed.

The committee voted ten to three to recommend Senate confirmation, with all the dissenting votes cast by Republicans.

Sen. Charles Mathias (R-Md.), one of the committee members who voted against the nomination, told the Senate that Bell's confirmation "would raise grave doubts about whether the people could look to the Justice Department in the future as a citadel of equality and justice."

---

**Little sisters visit SMC**

continued from page 2

Auditorium to perform Saturday night. The troupe presented an evening of skits last November at St. Mary's.

The weekend's events will close with a special mass for the little sisters in Regina Hall's Chapel.

Meal tickets for the weekend may be purchased at registration at the North Dining Hall to perform Saturday night. The troupe presented an evening of skits last November at St. Mary's.

The weekend was planned through the combined efforts of four classes. Anyone wishing to sign up their little sister may call any of the class presidents for more information: Cindy Callahan, 492, Nancy Mogash, 4577, Terry Tuody, 4387, or Pia Trigiani, 4812.

---

**Keenan - Walsh - Student Union Social Commission**

**Invite you to really ring out the old and ring in the new**

**New Year's Eve Party**

Saturday, Jan. 29th
North Dining Hall
9pm-1am
admission $1.00
Music by North Star
Refreshments-Music-Party Favors

---

**STUDENT UNION SOCIAL COMMISSION PRESENTS**

**N.D.'s first Annual HALL SNOW SCULPTURE CONTEST**

**THEME: FAME**

(famous people, places, things)

sculpturing begins noon Thurs. Jan 27
judging Fri. Jan. 28 4:30 p.m.

1st prize: $2
2nd prize: $100
3rd prize: $50

for more info, contact your hall president
In their never-ending quest to instil a modicum of sophistication and artistic appreciation in the average student, Notre Dame, the innumerable "students" are again offering a series of concerts of interest. This week Tuesday night at 7:30 in the Engineering Auditorium, below is a listing of what to expect, perhaps by a service we use, by your friends at The Observer.

King Kong to Kubrick

By David O'Keefe

In their never-ending quest to instil a modicum of sophistication and artistic appreciation in the average student, Notre Dame, the innumerable "students" are again offering a series of concerts of interest. This week Tuesday night at 7:30 in the Engineering Auditorium, below is a listing of what to expect, perhaps by a service we use, by your friends at The Observer.

Text Drivel (Feb. 12): By now you've probably heard of the "million-dollar monkey" and Jessica Lange and all the modern tricks, but Dr. John D. Porter and his fellow psychologists at the University of Notre Dame have broken new ground in the study of chimpanzees. Their latest research, presented on a special panel at the American Psychological Association's annual meeting in New York City, tonight, consists of their most recent study, "The Chimpanzee and the Musician." Below is a listing of what to expect, perhaps by a service we use, by your friends at The Observer.

A Man for This Season

By Fr. Bill Toohey

A lot has happened to each of us since we last met through the pages of the Observer, and some of the things that occurred over break should not be allowed to pass without at least some special comment.

The day after Christmas, Senator Philip Hart was in residence in his home in Michigan. It was a great honor for me to have been at this ceremony and to have the reputation impressive enough to be known as "the conscience of the Senate." Senator Hart is a very special person, and his was the last of the great American senators who had the talent to be a great president. In fact, I had always hoped that he would be the next President, and my wish is that one day we will all agree with me.

King Kong

By Jean Cocteau

Friends at Chairman Sean Coleman kicks things off and the other on the cashbox, series

By Jonathan Cohan

This semester's week-long festival looks at the works of one of the most important filmmakers of today. The festival begins appropriately with George Robert's "Paths of Glory" (March 28), the film that first brought Kubrick to the attention of the general public. It is a painstakingly constructed study of the effects of war as it is witnessed upon Kirk Douglas's (as a first lieutenant) request that a group of men be tricked into battle. "Paths of Glory" is imbued with a powerful sense of urgency and pathos that has made it a modern classic.

Stanley Kubrick Festival (March 28-31):

This semester's week-long festival looks at the works of one of the most important filmmakers of today. The festival begins appropriately with George Robert's "Paths of Glory" (March 28), the film that first brought Kubrick to the attention of the general public. It is a painstakingly constructed study of the effects of war as it is witnessed upon Kirk Douglas's (as a first lieutenant) request that a group of men be tricked into battle. "Paths of Glory" is imbued with a powerful sense of urgency and pathos that has made it a modern classic.

The Seduction of Minn (May 12):

As Seven Beauties, Love and Anarchy, and Swept Away, Italian filmmaker Lina Wertmuller attacks the follies and futilities of sex, a subject that is often avoided in film. "The Seduction of Minn" is no exception. It is a satirical take on the traditional love story, and it is a film that is not for the easily offended.

Records

Pure Prairie League: Dance

By Gregg Bangs

Pure Prairie League offers a worldliness to experiment with different approaches to their solidly entrenched country-rock style in their fifth album. The variations are successful, but enough care and concern about the band's country-rockers makes this their best effort to date. With "Two Lane Highway," "If the Shoe Fits," and "Living Each Day," the band has earned this magazine's praise for their solidly entrenched country-rock style. The pure prairie league's music is a blend of the old country and the new country, and it is a album that is well worth a listen.

Endnotes

1. "The Seduction of Minn" is a film directed by Italian filmmaker Lina Wertmuller, released in 1976. It is a satirical take on the traditional love story, and it is a film that is not for the easily offended.
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9. "The Seduction of Minn" is a film directed by Italian filmmaker Lina Wertmuller, released in 1976. It is a satirical take on the traditional love story, and it is a film that is not for the easily offended.
American Studies students open publishing co.
by Joan Freeman

Twenty-one students will process and publish a book this semester for their American Studies class, "Book Publishing." (American Studies 462). The new course, offered by Elizabeth Schramm, requires students to organize and participate in their own publishing venture.

The purpose of the course is to give the students practical experience in publishing a book, according to Schramm. Therefore, "the Juniper Press" as the company is called, "will be totally operated by the students," Schramm said.

The members have elected officers of the company and have established managers and editors of the various departments. They will use and develop their own talents and work at the positions they are best qualified for. I will act as consultant," she continued.

For initial capital, each member has invested $25, which will be returned out of the book's profits when published. Ten per cent of the profits will also be paid to the author, according to Bob Mader, President of Juniper.

During the next few weeks, members will accept and review manuscripts by various authors and one will be chosen for publication. So far they have acquired seven manuscripts, most of them written by local authors.

"We hope to find a well-written manuscript limited to 50-100 pages, simply because printing costs are so high," explained Mader. "No other requirements have been set for what type of manuscript we will review."

Once the manuscript has been chosen, the company will negotiate a contract with the author and spend the next couple of weeks editing the copy, and converting it where necessary. Magazine Flynn, substance manager, will be responsible for editing.

The book is then ready for production, which will proceed for the remainder of the semester. Tentative plans for production have been made, with Production Manager Chris Hawley and Business Manager Sue Grace responsible for final decisions. Contracts must be arranged with typesetters and printers, a cover and the interior must be designed and laid out, and the final copy must be published and sold. Each of these duties belongs to a specific department, headed by a company member.

The students do not yet know to whom they will try to sell their book. "Our market depends on whom they will try to sell their book," Mader said. "Should they choose a local-interest manuscript, the book will have a limited market, whereas a manuscript by a known author would have a wider market.

Whatever the success of the book upon publication, company members say they will be satisfied by gaining valuable experience in the operation of a bona fide publishing company. "Money is secondary," noted Mader.

Schramm, who works in the publishing business for 20 years and taught at DePauw University before coming to Notre Dame, has always wanted to teach a publishing course. She expects the students will learn firsthand about publishing as a business, and hopes that their venture this semester will be a success.

Student Union sponsors snow sculpture contest
by Dave Williams

This winter has brought an abundance of snow, making it possible for the Student Union Social Commission to sponsor Notre Dame's first annual Hall Snow Sculpture Contest Thursday and Friday, Jan. 27 and 28.

Contest Chairperson Diane Ross said the idea for a snow sculpture contest was picked up from several schools where these contests are popular. Also, the Social Commission was looking for some activity to replace Wacky Winter Weekend.

The sculptures are to be of famous people, places or things, keeping in tune with this year's theme, fame. Each hall has been assigned a spot to build enough snow for everyone. The sculptures are to be built between noon Thursday and 4:30 p.m. Friday.

The judging will take place between 4:30 and 5:00 p.m. Friday. All entries will be judged on the basis of cleverness, size, accuracy and detail. The hall winning first place will receive either $200 cash or a $200 gift certificate for furniture. Second price is $100 in cash or a gift certificate and third prize is $50 cash or a gift certificate and third prize is $50 cash or a gift certificate and third prize is $50 cash or a gift certificate.

Memorial Mass to be held for Terry Gwynn

A memorial mass for senior Terry Gwynn will be offered Thursday at 10:30 p.m. in Sacred Heart Church for all members of the Notre Dame Community. A second memorial mass will be offered by Father Griffin in the Farley Hall chapel, Monday at 11 p.m.

The Gwynn family asked that instead of flowers, contributions to Logan center be made in Terry's name in care of the campus ministry office.

Plans outlined continued from page 1
Most to the success of An Tostal.

In another matter, Keenan Hall President Richard Robert announced that a party "recreatibing New Year's Eve" will be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the North Dining Hall for the students and their guests. The party is sponsored by Keenan, Walsh and the Student Union Social Commission.

Central Engineering:
B.S.M.E. - E.E.'s will gain experience in such diverse fields as material handling, equipment layout, piping system development, steam generation, handling, equipment layout, piping system development, steam generation, heating and air-conditioning and high speed bottle and can packaging.

B.S.E.E. - E.E.'s can expect to be working in such areas as electrical machine design and application, power distribution, sub-station layout as well as industrial and commercial lighting, electrical control circuits and systems control.

Our Operations Department is offering opportunities in our Production Management, Training Program for individuals with leadership ability and Engineering degrees. This 12 month course is designed to cover all phases of operation and administration and prepare trainees for a career in Production Management.

For more information and sign-up, contact your placement office.
Students experienced difficulty walking to O'Shaughnessy Hall yesterday through a newly-created river. [Photo by Janet Carney]

**Broken water main creates river**

Students attending classes in O'Shaughnessy Hall yesterday were confronted with an unusual obstacle to their academic progress. A large pool of water had formed in the driveways outside the north entrance to O'Shaughnessy and adjacent to the Radiation Laboratory. Although this made passage to O'Shaughnessy difficult, students tugged alternate routes through the surrounding snow banks, or braved the swirling waters to get to class.

According to Mr. Kenny Kampff, assistant director of utilities, the pillow was caused "by a water main break in a pipe leading to the Radiation Lab. The ground outside the building is constantly shifting, while the building itself is stable. Occasionally, the cast-iron pipes break at the point where the pipe enters the building because of the added stress."

Kempf expects that the portion of the O'Shaughnessy Tidal Basin which is not cleared by normal drainage will have frozen overnight.

Students attending classes there today are advised to tread carefully, or bring their skates.

---

**Classified Ads**

**Wanted**

Summer in Europe. Student sales representative for European Tours needed part-time. Earn from $400 to $600 per week. Call John, 288-3222. Offered 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Call 284-2118.

**For Sale**

2 rooms, $40 a month. 233-1329.

**Lost and Found**


---

**We'll give you a snow job you're gonna like.**

---

**Ski Santiago, Colorado**

Tired of the same old scene? Relish and think snow. Colorado snow. Continental can get you there on a wide-bodied DC-10 or spacious wide-body 727. Then ski your way through Colorado with one of our great ski packages. Here's a sample:

- Breckenridge 144-8 days/4 nights Accommodations at Deer Steakhouse, a skiered Avis rental car. 3 days of lift tickets, plus meeting service at the airport.
- Vail 5264-8 days/7 nights Accommodations at Vail's Holiday Inn, a skiered Avis rental car. 3 days of lift tickets, plus meeting service at the airport.

For more information call Continental's ski package, call your Travel Agent or Continental Airlines.

---

**We really move our tail for you.**
Much of the credit for the recent success of Notre Dame’s hockey team has to go to co-captains Brian Walsh [left] and Jack Brownshidle [right] along with coach Lefty Smith [center].


Wales takes NHL Startilt

Vancouver AP - Rick Martin’s second goal of the third period, a 10-shot shut with 1:56 remaining, gave Canada a 4-3 triumph and its third consecutive victory over the Clarke Cup Campbell Conference in the National Hockey League’s 30th annual All-Star Game Tuesday night.

Martin, the powerful, left wing of the Buffalo Sabres, had given the Wales side a 3-2 lead with a power play goal at the four-minute mark of the final period. But Phil Esposito of the New York Rangers knocked in a rebound in 12:32 to tie the game for the second time.

But with a sudden-death over-time period less than two minutes away, Martin took a pass from Montreal's Guy Lafleur, bore in on New York goalie Ed Giacomin, and dumped the puck past Retch and sent in the short shot that0 made the difference as Canada’s third loss in the three games since the contest was shifted to a round-robin format.

Martin was named the game’s outstanding player and awarded a car through balloting by the Professional Hockey Writers Association.

The Campbell Conference took a 1-0 lead just 2:54 into the game when Doug Grant scored from a 35-foot shot past goalie Ken Dryden.

Lanny McDonald of the Toronto Maple Leafs answered for the Wales squad with the first of his two goals 3.5 minutes later. After Campbell goalie Bernie Parent of Philadelphia had made a brilliant toe stop on a shot by Montreal’s Bob Gainey, McDonald tapped in the rebound for the game’s first score.

Rick MacLeish of Philadelphia continued to play well as he added two points in Campbell’s 2-1 victory over the Wales side, a 29-second interval in the middle period, a mere 29 seconds after Gerry Desjardins)

Irish win streak reaches 51

The Notre Dame fencing team has had their longest winning streak with victories over Bowling Green and Purdue last weekend at the A.C.C.

Despite the absence of two All-Americans, the Irish still were able to defeat Bowling Green, 21-6, and Purdue, 21-4. Sabers All-American Mike Sullivan and epee All-American Tim Glass were in New York with head coach Mike DeCicco competing in an Olympic intra-squad meet. Glass finished fourth and Sullivan was sixth in the nation. Earlier in the week DeCicco’s partner, Gail Turner toured in a fine performance finishing seventh.

This week was geared to forming the team that will represent the United States in the World Championships in Sofia, Bulgaria, in April. The top five men in each weapon quality, though their ranking may change before the world event.

“It seems as though the guys do well with or without me,” said DeCicco. “This year we have an excellent combination of leadership and talent with such seniors as captains Tenny McCannell and Tim Wallis. This Adams has the makings of the best all-around team we’ve ever had, but it is too early to tell.”

There were many heroes for the Irish as the team extended its winning streak to 51 straight. The 51 consecutive victories, longest in school history, were accomplished in 1975. The most notable performances last weekend were turned in by Mulligan, John Strass and Rick Valdes. All recorded 3-0 marks.

AP Top Twenty

The Top Twenty teams in The Associated Press college basketball poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, season records and total points. Points based on 20-16-12-10-8-6-4-2-1:

1. San Fran (21) 14.0 1,079
2. Indiana (3) 13-1 895
3. Alabama 14-1 705
4. N. Carolina (4) 13-2 558
5. New-LV (1) 16-1 506
6. Kentucky 12-2 562
7. Tennessee 13-2 500
8. UCLA 14-2 435
9. Providence 13-2 506
10. Wake Forest 13-2 435
11. Louisville 13-2 519
12. Cincinnati 12-2 276
13. Minnesota 12-2 519
14. Providence 13-2 276
15. Arkansas 14-1 102
16. Evansville 14-1 96
17. Syracuse 14-2 45
18. Purdue 14-1 33
19. Clemson 13-3 24
20. Memphis St. 16-2 21

Notre Dame tracksters to open indoor season

Joe Plane and his Irish trackmen begin their indoor season Friday with a home meet in the A.C.C. The Irish entertain Bowling Green, Indiana Tech and Chicago Circle in a meet called the Academy Invitational at 7:30 p.m.

“We hope to make a better showing in the events that were lacking in last season with this meet,” confessed Plane, who returns for his second year as Irish coach.

“Perhaps just get some additional strength out of both sprinters and middle distance men, and rely on the pole vault and distance team to carry us through.”

Plane will be counting on improving freshmen from Kentucky and Pete Gisingler along with Jim O’Brien in the sprint events. Murray and Jay Miranda (an N.C.A.A. indoor qualifier last fall) will anchor the middle-distance team. Look for Captain Jim Reinert, Dennis Vanderkolk and Kevin Kenny to be among those competing in the distance meets.

Friday evening’s opponents pose a balanced threat to the Irish, as this will be the first meet of the season according to Plane.

Game plan: “The game plan is to run strong in all events, and Indiana Tech will give us adequate meet to make the jump,” admits Plane. “Chicago Circle is coming off its four-place meet and we think our team can beat them.”

The meet will take place in the Fieldhouse of the A.C.C., and is open to the public free of charge.

Women fencers cop pair of wins

by Eileen O’Grady

ND Women’S Sports Editor

Notre Dame’s Women’s Fencing team started their first season as a varsity team last weekend, when they defeated both Purdue and Bowling Green State.

In actual scores, Notre Dame defeated Purdue 7-2, and Bowling Green 5-3. Captain Kathy Valsidere opened the season in her usual manner, winning all four of her meets.

The next meet for the women will be at home against Western State and Michigan at Dearborn. It is scheduled for this Saturday afternoon in the fencing gym of the A.C.C.